ABSTRACT. In this expository article we explore the relationship between Galois representations, motivic L-functions, Mumford-Tate groups, and Sato-Tate groups, and we give an explicit formulation of the SatoTate conjecture for abelian varieties as an equidistribution statement relative to the Sato-Tate group. We then discuss the classification of Sato-Tate groups of abelian varieties of dimension g ≤ 3 and compute some of the corresponding trace distributions. This article is based on a series of lectures presented at the 2016 Arizona Winter School held at the Southwest Center for Arithmetic Geometry.
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATO-TATE DISTRIBUTIONS
Before discussing the Sato-Tate conjecture and Sato-Tate distributions in the context of abelian varieties, let us first consider the more familiar setting of Artin motives (varieties of dimension zero). There does not appear to be any obvious pattern (and we should know not to expect one, because the Galois group of f is nonabelian). The prime p = 23 is exceptional because it divides disc( f ) = −23, which means that f 23 (x) has a double root. As we are interested in the distribution of N f (p) as p tends to infinity, we are happy to ignore such primes, which are necessarily finite in number.
This tiny dataset does not tell us much. Let us now consider primes p ≤ B for increasing bounds B, and compute the proportions c i (B) of primes p ≤ B with N f (p) = i. We obtain the following statistics: This follows from the fact that the trace of a permutation matrix counts its fixed points. Since p is unramified in the splitting field of f , the inertia group I p ⊆ Gal(Q/Q) acts trivially on the roots of f (x), and the action of Frob p on the roots of f (x) coincides (up to conjugation) with the action of the Frobenius automorphism x → x p on the roots of f p (x), both of which are described by the permutation matrix ρ f (Frob p ). The Chebotarev density theorem implies that we can compute c i via (1) by counting matrices in ρ f (Gal(Q/Q)) with trace i, and it is enough to determine the trace and cardinality of each conjugacy class. Proof. See Corollary 2.13 in Section 2.
Remark 1.2. In Theorem 1.1 the asymptotic ratio on the left depends only on primes of inertia degree 1 (those with prime residue field), since these make up all but a negligible proportion of the primes p for which N (p) ≤ B. Taking C = {1 G } shows that a constant proportion of the primes of K split completely in L and in particular have prime residue fields; this special case is already implied by the Frobenius density theorem, which was proved much earlier (in terms of Dirichlet density). In our statement of Theorem 1.1 we do not bother to exclude primes of K that are ramified in L because no matter what value conj L (Frob p ) takes on these primes it will not change the limiting ratio.
In our example with f (x) = x 3 − x + 1, one finds that G f := ρ f (Q/Q) is isomorphic to S 3 , the Galois group of the splitting field of f (x). Its three conjugacy classes are represented by the matrices If we endow the group G f with the discrete topology it becomes a compact group, and therefore has a Haar measure µ that is uniquely determined once we normalize it so that µ(G f ) = 1 (which we always do). Recall that the Haar measure of a compact group G is a translation-invariant Radon measure (so µ(gS) = µ(S g) = µ(S) for any measurable set S and g ∈ G), and is unique up to scaling. 1 For finite groups the Haar measure µ is just the normalized counting measure. We can compute the expected value of trace (and many other statistical quantities of interest) by integrating against the Haar measure, which in this case amounts to summing over the finite group G f :
i=0 c i i. 1 For locally compact groups G one distinguishes left and right Haar measures, but the two coincide when G is compact;
see [22] for more background on Haar measures.
The Chebotarev density theorem implies that this is also the average value of N f (p), that is,
This average is 1 in our example, because f (x) is irreducible; see Exercise 1.1.
The quantities c i define a probability distribution on the set {tr(g) : g ∈ G f } of traces that we can also view as a probability distribution on the set {N f (p) : p prime}. Picking a random prime p in some large interval [1, B] and computing N f (p) is the same thing as picking a random matrix g in G f and computing tr(g). More precisely, the sequence (N f (p)) p indexed by primes p is equidistributed with respect to the pushforward of the Haar measure µ under the trace map. We discuss the notion of equidistribution more generally in the Section 2.
Moment sequences.
There is another way to characterize the probability distribution on tr(g) given by the c i ; we can compute its moment sequence: It may not seem very useful to replace a finite set of rational numbers with an infinite sequence of integers, but when dealing with continuous probability distributions, as we are forced to do as soon as we leave our weight zero setting, moment sequences are a powerful tool. If we pick another cubic polynomial f ∈ Z[x], we will typically obtain the same result as we did in our example; when ordered by height almost all cubic polynomials f have Galois group G f S 3 . But there are exceptions: if f is not irreducible over Q then G f will be isomorphic to a proper subgroup of S 3 , and this also occurs when the splitting field of f is a cyclic cubic extension (this happens precisely when disc( f ) is a square in Q × ; the polynomial f (x) = x 3 − 3x − 1 is an example). Up to conjugacy there are four subgroups of S 3 , each corresponding to a different distribution of N f (p): 2 Not all moment sequences uniquely determine an underlying probability distribution, but all the moment sequence we shall consider do (because they satisfy Carleman's condition [52, p. 126] , for example).
cases can be constructed as products (of groups and of polynomials) of transitive cases of lower degree.
It is an open question whether this can be done for all d (even in principle). This amounts to a strong form of the inverse Galois problem over Q; we are asking not only whether every finite group can be realized as a Galois group over Q, but whether every transitive permutation group of degree d can be realized as the Galois group of the splitting field of an irreducible polynomial of degree d. 
.).
We can distinguish these cases if, in addition to considering the distribution of N f (p), we also consider the distribution of N f (p r ) := #{x ∈ F p r : f p (x) = 0} for integers r ≥ 1. In our quartic example we have N g (p 2 ) = 4 for almost all p, whereas N f (p 2 ) is 4 or 2 depending on whether p is a square modulo 5 or not. In terms of the matrix group G f we have This naturally leads to the definition of the local zeta function of f at p:
which can be viewed as a generating function for the sequence
. This particular form of generating function may seem strange when first encountered, but it has some very nice properties. For example, if f , g ∈ Z[x] are squarefree polynomials with no common factor, then their product f g is also square free, and for all p disc( f g) we have
Remark 1.3. The identity (2) can be viewed as a special case of the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula. It allows us to express the zeta function Z f p (T ) as a sum over powers of the traces of the image of Frob p under the Galois representation ρ f . In general one considers the trace of the Frobenius endomorphism acting on étale cohomology, but in dimension zero the only relevant cohomology is H 0 .
While defined as a power series, in fact Z f p (T ) is a rational function of the form
where L p (T ) is an integer polynomial whose roots lie on the unit circle. This can be viewed as a consequence of the Weil conjectures in dimension zero, 3 but in fact it follows directly from (2). Indeed, 3 Provided one accounts for the fact that f (x) = 0 does not define an irreducible variety unless deg( f ) = 1; in this case for any matrix A ∈ GL d (C) we have the identity
which can be proved by expressing the coefficients on both sides as symmetric functions in the eigenvalues of A; see Exercise 1.2. Applying (2) and (4) to the definition of Z f p (T ) in (3) yields
,
The polynomial L p (T ) is precisely the polynomial that appears in the Euler factor at p of the (partial) Artin L-function L(ρ f , s) for the representation ρ f :
at least for primes p that do not divide disc( f ); for the definition of the Euler factors at ramified primes (and the Gamma factors at archimedean places), see [60, Ch. 2] . 4 The Euler product for L(ρ f , s) defines a function that is holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s) > 1. We shall not be concerned with the Euler factors at ramified primes, other than to note that they are holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s) > 1. Returning to our interest in equidistribution, the Haar measure
is the reciprocal polynomial (obtained by reversing the coefficients) of the characteristic polynomial of ρ f (Frob p ). If we fix a polynomial P(T ) of degree d = deg f , and pick a prime p at random from some large interval, the probability that L p (T ) = P(T ) is equal to the probability that the reciprocal polynomial T d P(1/T ) is the characteristic polynomial of a random element of G f (this probability will be zero unless P(T ) has a particular form; see Exercise 1.3). 4 The alert reader will note that primes dividing the discriminant of f need not ramify in its splitting field; we are happy to ignore these primes as well, just as we may ignore primes of bad reduction for a curve that are good primes for its Jacobian. 1. Let g 1 (x) be f (x) made monic and put r 0 (x) := x.
For
and n j := 0 otherwise, and then proceed to step 3.
b. Using binary exponentiation in the ring
e. If deg(g i+1 ) = 0 then put n j := 0 for i < j ≤ d and proceed to step 3.
3. Output n 1 , . . . , n d . Algorithm 1.6 makes repeated use of the fact that the polynomial
is equal to the product of all irreducible monic polynomials of degree dividing i in F p [x] . By starting with i = 1 and removing all factors of degree i as we go, we ensure that each h i is a product of irreducible polynomials of degree i. Using fast algorithms for integer and polynomial arithmetic and the fast Euclidean algorithm (see [29, §8-11] , for example), one can show that this algorithm uses
. 5 In practical terms, it is extremely efficient. For example, the table of c i (B) values for our example polynomial f (x) = x 3 − x + 1 with B = 10 12 took less than two minutes to create using the smalljac software library [48, 85] , which includes an efficient implementation of basic finite field arithmetic. The NTL [80] and FLINT [33, 34] libraries also incorporate variants of this algorithm, as do the computer algebra systems Sage [67] and Magma [11] .
Remark 1.7. Note that Algorithm 1.6 does not output the factorization of f (x), just the degrees of its irreducible factors. It can be extended to a probabilistic algorithm that outputs the complete factorization of f (x) (see [29, Alg. 14.8] , for example), with an expected running time that is also quasi-quadratic. But no deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for factoring polynomials over finite fields is known, not even for d = 2. This is a famous open problem. One approach to solving it is to first prove the generalized Riemann hypothesis (GRH), which would address the case d = 2 and many others, but it is not even known whether the GRH is sufficient to address all cases. 6 5 One can improve this to O d [50] . In our setting d is fixed and log p is tending to infinity, so this is not an asymptotic improvement, but it does provide a constant factor improvement for large d. 6 If you succeed with even a special case of this first step, the Clay institute will help fund the remaining work.
1.5. Arithmetic schemes. We now want to generalize our first example. Let us replace the equation f (x) = 0 with an arithmetic scheme X , a scheme of finite type over Z; the case we have been considering is X = Spec A, where A = Z[x]/( f ). For each prime p the fiber X p of X → Spec Z is a scheme of finite type over F p , and we let N X (p) := X p (F p ) count its F p -points; equivalently, we may define N X (p) as the number of closed points (maximal ideals) of X whose residue field has cardinality p, and similarly define N X (q) for prime powers q = p r . The local zeta function of X at p is then defined as
These local zeta functions can then be packaged into a single arithmetic zeta-function
In our example with
up to a finite set of factors at primes p that divide disc( f ).
The definitions above generalize to any number field K: replace Q by K, replace Z by Z K , replace p by a prime p of K (nonzero prime ideal of Z K ), replace F p Z/pZ by the residue field F p := Z K /p. When considering questions of equidistribution we order primes p by their norm N (p) := F p (we may break ties arbitrarily), so that rather that summing over p ≤ B we sum over p for which N (p) ≤ B.
1.6. A second example. We now leave the world of Artin motives, which are motives of weight 0, and consider the simplest example in weight 1, an elliptic curve E/Q. This is the setting in which the Sato-Tate conjecture was originally formulated. Every elliptic curve E/Q can be written in the form
with A, B ∈ Z. This equation is understood to define a smooth projective curve in P 2 (homogenize the equation by introducing a third variable z), which has a single projective point P ∞ := (0 : 1 : 0) at infinity that we take as the identity element of the group law on E. Recall that an elliptic curve is not just a curve, it is an abelian variety, and comes equipped with a distinguished rational point corresponding ot the identity; by applying a suitable automorphism of P 2 we can always take this to be the point P ∞ .
The group operation on E can be defined via the usual chord-and-tangent law (three points on a line sum to zero), which can be used to derive explicit formulas with coefficients in Q, or in terms of the divisor class group Pic 0 (E) (divisors of degree zero modulo principal divisors), in which every divisor class can be uniquely represented by a divisor of the form P − P ∞ , where P is a point on the curve. This latter view is more useful in that it easily generalizes to curves of genus g > 1, whereas the chord-andtangent law does not. The Abel-Jacobi map P → P − P ∞ gives a bijection between points on E and points on Jac(E) that commutes with the group operation, so the two approaches are equivalent. For each prime p that does not divide the discriminant ∆ := −16(4A 3 + 27B 2 ) we can reduce our equation for E modulo p to obtain an elliptic curve E p /F p ; in this case we say that p is a prime of good reduction for E (or simply a good prime). We should note that the discriminant ∆ is not necessarily minimal; the curve E may have another model with good reduction at primes that divide ∆ (possibly including 2), but we are happy to ignore any finite set of primes, including those that divide ∆. For every prime p of good reduction for E we have
where the integer t p satisfies the Hasse-bound |t p | ≤ 2 p. In contrast to our first example, the integers N E (p) now tend to infinity with p: we have N E (p) = p + 1 + O( p). In order to study how the error term varies with p we want to consider the normalized traces
We are now in a position to conduct the following experiment: given an elliptic curve E/F p , compute x p for all good primes p ≤ B and see how the The Sato-Tate conjecture for elliptic curves over Q (now a theorem) implies that for almost all E/Q, whenever we run this experiment we will see the asymptotic distribution of Frobenius traces visible in Figure 1 , with moment statistics that converge to the same integer sequence. In order to make this conjecture precise, let us first explain where the conjectured distribution comes from. In our first example we had a compact matrix group G f associated to the scheme X = Spec Z[x]/( f ) whose Haar measure governed the distribution of N f (p). In fact we showed that more is true: there is a direct relationship between characteristic polynomials of elements of G f and the L-polynomials L p (T ) that appear in the local zeta functions Z f p (T ).
The same is true with our elliptic curve example. In order to identify a candidate group G E whose Haar measure controls the distribution of normalized Frobenius traces x p we need to look at the local zeta functions Z E p (T ). Let us recall what the Weil conjectures [96] (proved by Deligne [18, 19] ) tell us about the zeta function of a variety over a finite field. The case of one-dimensional varieties (curves) was proved by Weil [94] , who also proved an analogous result for abelian varieties [95] . This covers all the cases we shall consider, but let us state the general result. Recall that for a compact manifold X over C, the Betti number b i is the rank of the singular homology group H i (X , Z), and the Euler characteristic χ of X is defined by χ := (−1) i b i .
Theorem 1.8 (WEIL CONJECTURES)
. Let X be a geometrically irreducible non-singular projective variety of dimension n defined over a finite field F q and define the zeta function
where N X (q r ) := #X (F q r ). The following hold:
(ii) Functional Equation: the roots of P i (T ) are the same as the roots of T deg P 2n−i P 2n−i (1/(q n T )). The curve E p is a curve of genus g = 1, so we may apply the Weil conjectures in dimension n = 1, with Betti numbers b 0 = b 2 = 1 and b 1 = 2g = 2. This implies that its zeta function can be written as
where
with |c 1 | ≤ 2 p (by the Riemann Hypothesis). If we expand both sides of (5) as power series in
so we must have N E (p) = p + 1 + c 1 , and therefore
It follows that the single integer N E (p) completely determines the zeta function Z E p (T ). Corresponding to our normalization
where Constraint (a) makes it clear that every element of G E should have determinant 1, so G E ⊆ SL 2 (C). Constraints (a) and (b) together imply that in fact G E ⊆ SU (2) . As in the weight zero case, we expect that G E should in general be as large as possible, that is, G E = SU(2).
We now consider what it means for an elliptic curve to be generic. 9 Recall that the endomorphism ring of an elliptic curve E necessarily contains a subring isomorphic to Z, corresponding to the multiplicationby-n maps P → nP. Here nP = P + · · · + P denotes repeated addition under the group law, and we take the additive inverse if n is negative. For elliptic curves over fields of characteristic zero, this typically accounts for all the endomorphisms, but in special cases the endomorphism ring may be larger, in which case it contains elements that are not multiplication-by-n maps but can be viewed as "multiplication-by-α" maps for some α ∈ C. One can show that the minimal polynomials of these extra endomorphisms are necessarily quadratic, with negative discriminants, so such an α necessarily lies in an imaginary quadratic field K, and in fact End(E) ⊗ Z Q K. When this happens we say that E has complex multiplication (CM) by K (or more precisely, by the order in Z K isomorphic to End(E) 
We have not defined x p for primes of bad reduction, but there is no need to do so; this theorem is purely an asymptotic statement. To see where the expression in the integral comes from, we need to understand the Haar measure on SU(2) and its pushforward onto the set of conjugacy classes conj(SU (2)) (in fact we only care about the latter). A conjugacy class in SU(2) can be described by an eigenangle θ ∈ [0, π]; its eigenvalues are then e ±iθ (a conjugate pair on the unit circle, as required). In terms of eigenangles, the pushforward of the Haar measure to conj(SU (2)) is given by
(see Exercise 2.4), and the trace is t = 2 cos θ ; from this one can deduce the trace measure
2] that appears in Theorem 1.9. We can also use the Haar measure to compute the nth moment of the trace
and find that the 2mth moment is the mth Catalan number. 
for sufficiently many small primes p, construct a list of the polynomials
that you believe occur infinitely often, and estimate their relative frequencies. Use this data to derive a candidate for the matrix group G X := ρ X (Gal(Q/Q), where ρ X is the Galois representation defined by the action of Gal(Q/Q) on X (Q). You may wish to use of computer algebra system such as Sage [67] or Magma or [11] to facilitate these calculations.
EQUIDISTRIBUTION, L-FUNCTIONS, AND THE SATO-TATE CONJECTURE FOR ELLIPTIC CURVES
In this section we introduce the notion of equidistribution in compact groups G and relate it to analytic properties of L-functions of representations of G. We then explain (following Tate) why the Sato-Tate conjecture for elliptic curves follows from the holomorphicity and non-vanishing of a certain sequence of L-functions that one can associate to an elliptic curve over Q (or any number field).
2.1. Equidistribution. We now formally define the notion of equidistribution, following [71, §1A] . For a compact Hausdorff space X , we use C(X ) to denote the Banach space of complex-valued continuous functions f : X → C equipped with the sup-norm f := sup x∈X | f (x)|. The space C(X ) is closed under pointwise addition and multiplication and contains all constant functions; it is thus a commutative Calgebra with unit 1 X (the function x → 1). 11 For any C-valued functions f and g (continuous or not), we write f ≤ g whenever f and g are both R-valued and f (x) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ X ; in particular, f ≥ 0 means im( f ) ⊆ R ≥0 . The subset of R-valued functions in C(X ) form a distributive lattice under this order relation. Definition 2.1. A (positive normalized Radon) measure on a compact Hausdorff space X is a continuous C-linear map µ:
The value of µ on f ∈ C(X ) is often denoted using integral notation
and we shall use the two interchangeably. 12 Having defined the measure µ as a function on C(X ), we would like to use it to assign values to (at least some) subsets of X . It is tempting to define the measure of a set S ⊆ X as the measure of its indicator function 1 S , but in general the function 1 S will not lie in C(X ); this occurs if and only if S is both open and closed (which we note applies to S = X ). Instead, for each open set S ⊆ X we define
and for each closed set S ⊆ X we define
If S ⊆ X has the property that for every ε > 0 there exists an open set U ⊇ S of measure µ(U) ≤ ε, then we define µ(S) = 0 and say that S has measure zero. If the boundary ∂ S := S − S 0 of a set S has measure zero, then we necessarily have µ(S 0 ) = µ(S) and define µ(S) to be this common value; such sets are said to be µ-quarrable. For the purpose of studying equidistribution, we shall restrict our attention to µ-quarrable sets S. This typically does not include all measurable sets in the usual sense, by which we mean elements of the Borel σ-algebra Σ of X generated by the open sets under complements and countable unions and intersections (see Exercise 2.1). However, if we are given a regular Borel measure µ on X of total mass 1, by which we mean a countably additive function µ: Σ → R ≥0 for which µ(S) = inf { µ(U) : S ⊆ U, U open} and µ(X ) = 1, it is easy to check that defining µ( f ) := X f µ for each f ∈ C(X ) yields a measure under Definition 2.1; see [41, §1] for details. This measure is determined by the values µ takes on µ-quarrable sets [99] . In particular, if X is a compact group then its Haar measure induces a measure on X in the sense of Definition 2.1. 11 In fact, it is a commutative C * -algebra with complex conjugation as its involution, but we will not make use of this. 12 Note that this is a definition; with a measure-theoretic approach one avoids the need to develop an integration theory.
Definition 2.3.
A sequence (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) in X is said to be equidistributed with respect to µ, or simply µ-equidistributed, if for every f ∈ C(X ) we have
Remark 2.4. When we speak of equidistribution, note that we are talking about a sequence (x i ) of elements of X in a particular order; it does not make sense to say that a set is equidistributed. For example, suppose we took the set of odd primes and arranged them in the sequence (5, 13, 3, 17, 29, 7, . . .) where we list two primes congruent to 1 modulo 4 followed by one prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. The sequence obtained by reducing this sequence modulo 4 is not equidistributed with respect to the uniform measure on (Z/4Z) × , even though the sequence of odd primes in their usual order is (by Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic progressions). However, local rearrangements that change the index of an element by no more than a bounded amount do not change its equidistribution properties. This applies, in particular, to sequences indexed by primes of a number field ordered by norm; the equidistribution properties of such a sequence do not depend on how we order primes of the same norm.
If
If these limits exist for all k ≥ 0, we then define the moment sequence
and the moment sequence
is independent of the sequence (x i ); it depends only on the function f and the measure µ.
Remark 2.5.
There is a partial converse that is relevant to some of our applications. To simplify matters, let us momentarily restrict our attention to real-valued functions; for the purposes of this remark, let C(X ) denote the Banach algebra of real-valued functions on X and replace C with R in Definition 2.1. Let (x i ) be a sequence in X and let f ∈ C(X ). Then f (X ) is a compact subset of R, and we may
exist for all k ≥ 0, then there is a unique measure on f (X ) with respect to which the sequence ( f (x i )) is equidistributed; this follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. If µ is a measure on C(X ), we define the pushforward measure
is µ f -equidistributed if and only if (7) holds. This gives a necessary (but in general not sufficient) condition for (x i ) to be µ-equidistributed that can be checked by comparing moment sequences. If we have a collection of functions f j ∈ C(X ) such that the pushforward measures µ f j uniquely determine µ, we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition involving the moment sequences of the f j with respect to µ. One can generalize this remark to complex-valued functions using the theory of C * -algebras.
More generally, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Let ( f j ) be a family of functions whose linear combinations are dense in C(X
More generally, if X is a compact subset of R n and µ is the normalized Lebesgue measure, then (x i ) is µ-equidistributed if and only if for every µ-quarrable S ⊆ X we have lim n→∞
Equidistribution in compact groups.
We now specialize to the case where X := conj(G) is the space of conjugacy classes of a compact group G, obtained by taking the quotient of G as a topological space under the equivalence relation defined by conjugacy; let π: G → X denote the quotient map. We then equip X with the pushforward of the Haar measure µ on G (normalized so that µ(G) = 1), which we also denote µ. Explicitly, π induces a map of Banach spaces
and the value of µ on C(X ) is defined by
We say that a sequence (x i ) in X or a sequence (g i ) in G is equidistributed if it is µ-equidistributed (when we speak of equidistribution in a compact group without explicitly mentioning a measure, we always mean the Haar measure).
Proposition 2.9. Let G be a compact group with Haar measure µ, and let X := conj(G). A sequence (x i ) in X is µ-equidistributed if and only if for every irreducible character χ of G we have
Proof. As explained in [71, Prop. A.2], this follows from Lemma 2.6 and the Peter-Weyl theorem, since the irreducible characters χ of G generate a dense subset of C(X ).
Corollary 2.10. Let G be a compact group with Haar measure µ, and let X := conj(G). A sequence (x i ) in X is µ-equidistributed if and only if for every nontrivial irreducible character χ of G we have
Proof. For the trivial character we have µ(1) = µ(G) = 1, and for any nontrivial irreducible character χ we must have µ(χ) = G χµ = G 1 · χµ = 0, by Schur orthogonality; the corollary follows.
To illustrate these results, we now use Corollary 2.10 to prove an equidistribution result for elliptic curves over finite fields that will be useful later. We first recall some basic facts. Let E be an elliptic curve over a finite field F q ; without loss of generality, assume E/F q is given by a projective plane model. The Frobenius endomorphism π E : E → E is defined by the rational map
Like all endomorphisms of elliptic curves, π E has a characteristic polynomial of the form
that is satisfied by both π E and its dualπ E , where tr π E = π E +π E and q = deg π E = π EπE are both integers. 13 The set E(F q ) is, by definition, the subset of E(F q ) fixed by π E , equivalently, the kernel of the endomorphism π E − 1. One can show that π E − 1 is a separable, and therefore
It follows that t q := q + 1 − #E(F q ) is the trace of Frobenius tr π E . As we showed in Section 1.6 for the case q = p, the zeta function of E can be written as
where the complex roots of qT 2 − t q T + 1 have absolute value q −1/2 . This implies that we can write t q = α +ᾱ for some α ∈ C with |α| = q 1/2 , and we have #E(F q ) = q + 1 − (α +ᾱ).
We now observe that for any integer r ≥ 1, the set E(F q r ) is the subset of E(F q ) fixed by π r E , which corresponds to the q r -power Frobenius automorphism; it follows that
and therefore α r +ᾱ r is the trace t q r of the Frobenius endomorphism of the base change of E to F q r .
As an application of Corollary 2.10, we now prove the following result, taken from [24, Prop 2.2]. Recall that E/F q is said to be ordinary if t q is not zero modulo the characteristic of F q .
Proposition 2.11. Let E/F q be an ordinary elliptic curve and for integers r ≥ 1, let t q r
and define
The sequence (x r ) is equidistributed in [−2, 2] with respect to the measure
where dz is the Lebesgue measure on [−2, 2].
Proof. Let α be as above, with |α| = q 1/2 and tr π E = α +ᾱ. Then x r = (α r +ᾱ r )/q r/2 for all r ≥ 1. Let U(1) := {u ∈ C × : uū = 1} be the unitary group. For u = e iθ , the Haar measure on U(1) corresponds to the uniform measure on θ ∈ [−π, π], this follows immediately from the translation invariance of the Haar measure. Let us compute the pushforward of the Haar measure of U(1) to [−2, 2] via the map u → z := u +ū = 2 cos θ . We have dz = 2 sin θ dθ , and see that the pushforward is precisely µ.
The nontrivial irreducible characters U(1) → C × all have the form φ a (u) = u a for some nonzero a ∈ Z. For each such φ a we have
The hypothesis that E is ordinary guarantees that α/q 1/2 is not a root of unity (see Exercise 2.3), thus (α/q 1/2 ) a − 1 is nonzero for all nonzero a ∈ Z. Corollary 2.10 implies that (α r /q r/2 ) is equidistributed in U(1), and therefore (x r ) is µ-equidistributed.
See [2] for a generalization to smooth projective curves C/F q of arbitrary genus g ≥ 1.
2.3. Equidistribution for L-functions. As above, let G be a compact group and let X := conj(G). Let K be a number field, and let P := (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . .) be a sequence consisting of all but finitely many primes p of K ordered by norm; this means that
Let (x p ) be a sequence in X indexed by P, and for each irreducible representation ρ :
for s ∈ C with Re(s) > 1. A notable case in which the hypothesis of Theorem 2.12 is known to hold is when L(ρ, s) corresponds to an Artin L-function. As in Section 1.1, to each prime p in K we associate an absolute Frobenius element Frob p ∈ Gal(K/K), and for each finite Galois extension L/K we use conj L (Frob p ) to denote the conjugacy class in Gal(L/K) of the restriction of Frob p to L. 2.4. Sato-Tate for CM elliptic curves. As a second application of Theorem 2.12, let us prove an equidistribution result for CM elliptic curves. To do so we need to introduce Hecke characters, which we will view as (quasi-)characters of the idèle class group of a number field. Definition 2.14. Let K be a number field and let I K denote its idèle group. A Hecke character is a continuous homomorphism ψ: 
where ψ(p) := ψ(πp) for any uniformizer πp ofp (we have omitted the gamma factors at archimedean places). We now want to consider the sequence of unitarized values
indexed by primes p f ordered by norm.
Lemma 2.15. The sequence (x p ) is equidistributed in U(1).
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, the nontrivial irreducible characters of U (1) As an application of Lemma 2.15, we can now prove the Sato-Tate conjecture for CM elliptic curves. Les us first consider the case where K is an imaginary quadratic field and E/K is an elliptic curve with CM by K (so K End(E) ⊗ Z Q). As explained below, the general case (including K = Q) follows easily.
Let f be the conductor of E; this is a Z K -ideal divisible only by the primes of bad reduction for E; see 
where 
Proof. By the previous lemma, the sequence (ψ E (p)/N (p) 1/2 ) p∈P is equidistributed in U(1). As shown in the proof of Proposition 2.11, the measure µ cm is the pushforward of the Haar measure on U(1) to Let us now consider the case of an elliptic curve E/Q with CM by F . For primes p of good reduction that are inert in F , the endomorphism algebra End(E p ) Q := End(E p ) ⊗ Z Q of the reduced curve E p contains two distinct imaginary quadratic fields, one corresponding to the CM field F End(E) Q and the other generated by the Frobenius endomorphism (the two cannot coincide because p is inert in F but the Frobenius endomorphism has norm p in End(E p ) Q ). It follows that End(E p ) Q must be a quaternion algebra, E p is supersingular, and for p > 3 we must have t p = 0, since t p ≡ 0 mod p and |t p | ≤ 2 p; see [82, III,9,V.3] for these and other facts about endomorphism rings of elliptic curves.
At split primes p = pp the reduced curve E p will be isomorphic to the reduction modulo p of its base change to F (both of which are elliptic curves over F p = F p ), and will have the same trace of Frobenius t p = t p . By the Chebotarev density theorem, the split and inert primes both have density 1/2, and it follows that the sequence of normalized Frobenius traces x p := t p / p ∈ [−2, 2] is equidistributed with respect to the measure A similar argument applies when E is defined over a number field K that does not contain the CM field F . For the sake of proving an equidistribution result we can restrict our attention to the degree-1 primes p of K, those for which N (p) = p is prime. Half of these primes p will split in the compositum K F , and the subsequence of normalized traces x p at these primes will be equidistributed with respect to the measure µ cm , and half will be inert in K F , in which case x p = t p = 0.
2.5. Sato-Tate for non-CM elliptic curves. We can now state the Sato-Tate conjecture in the form originally given by Tate, following [71, §1A]. Tate's seminal paper [88] describes what is now known as the Tate conjecture, which comes in two conjecturally equivalent forms T1 and T2, the latter of which is stated in terms of L-functions. The Sato-Tate conjecture is obtained by applying T2 to all powers of a fixed elliptic curve E/Q (as products of abelian varieties); see [66] for an introduction to the Tate conjecture and an explanation of how the Sato-Tate conjecture fits within it.
Let G be the compact group SU (2) The pushforward of the Haar measure of G to X is given by
(see Exercise 2.4), which means that for each f ∈ C(X ) we have
Let E/Q be an elliptic curve without CM, let P := (p) be the sequence of primes that do not divide the conductor N of E, in order, and for each p ∈ P let x p ∈ X to be the element of X corresponding to the unique θ p ∈
We are now in the setting of §2.3. We have a compact group G := SU(2), its space of conjugacy classes X := conj(G), a number field K = Q, a sequence P containing all but finitely many primes of K ordered by norm, a sequence (x p ) in X indexed by P, and for each integer m ≥ 1, an irreducible representation
For each p N , let α p andᾱ p be the roots of
is holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s) ≥ 1+ m/2, which implies that each L(ρ m , s) is holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s) ≥ 1. Assuming this is true, Theorem 2.12 implies that the sequence (x p ) is µ-equidistributed, which is equivalent to the Sato-Tate conjecture.
We now recall the modularity theorem for elliptic curves over Q, which states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between isogeny classes of elliptic curves E/Q of conductor N and modular forms
new (a n ∈ Z with a 1 = 1) that are eigenforms for the action of the Hecke algebra on the space S 2 (Γ 0 (N )) of cuspforms of weight 2 and level N and new at level N , meaning not contained in S 2 (Γ 0 (M )) for any positive integer M properly dividing N . Such modular forms f are called (normalized) newforms, of weight 2 and level N , with rational coefficients. The modularity theorem was proved for squarefree N by Taylor and Wiles [91, 98] , and extended to all conductors N by Breuil, Conrad, Diamond, and Taylor [12] . The modular form f is a simultaneous eigenform for all the Hecke operators T n , and the normalization a 1 = 1 ensures that for each prime p N , the coefficient a p is the eigenvalue of f for T p . Under the correspondence given by the modularity theorem, the eigenvalue a p is equal to the trace of Frobenius t p of the reduced curve E p , where E is any representative of the corresponding isogeny class. Here we are using the fact that if E and E are isogenous elliptic curves over Q they necessarily have the same conductor N and the same trace of Frobenius t p at ever p N .
There is an L-function L( f , s) associated to the modular form f , and the modularity theorem guarantees that it coincides with the L-function L(E, s) of E. So not only does a p = t p for all p N , the Euler factors at the bad primes p|N also agree. We need not concern ourselves with Euler factors at these primes, other than to note that they are holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s) ≥ 3/2. After removing the Euler factors at bad primes, the L-functions L(E, s) and L( f , s) both have the form
where α p andᾱ p are the roots of (
is holomorphic and nonvanishing on Re(s)
Proof. Apply [7, Theorem B.2] with weight k = 2, trivial nebentypus ψ = 1, and trivial character χ = 1 (as noted in [7] , this special case was already addressed in [32] ).
Corollary 2.18. The Sato-Tate conjecture (Theorem 1.9) holds.
Remark 2.19. The Sato-Tate conjecture is also known to hold for elliptic curves over totally real fields, and over CM fields (imaginary quadratic extensions of totally real fields). The totally real case was initially proved for elliptic curves with potentially multiplicative reduction at some prime in [32, 90] ; it was later shown this technical assumption can be removed (see the introduction of [6] ). The generalization to CM fields was obtained at a recent IAS workshop [3] and still in the process of being written up in detail. As a consequence of this result the Sato-Tate conjecture for elliptic curves is now known for all number fields of degree 1 or 2 (but not for any higher degrees). Figure 2 ). Now determine the normalizer N (U(1)) of U(1) in SU(2) and compute its trace moment sequence (compare to Figure 3 ).
SATO-TATE GROUPS
In the previous section we showed that there are three distinct Sato-Tate distributions that arise for elliptic curves E over number fields K (only two of which occur when K = Q). All three distributions can be associated to the Haar measure of a compact subgroup G ⊆ SU(2), in which we embed U(1) via the map u → u 0 0ū . We are interested in the pushforward µ of the Haar measure onto conj(G), which can be expressed in terms of the eigenangle θ ∈ [0, π]. The three possibilities for G are listed below.
• U(1): we have µ(θ ) = 1 π dθ and trace moments: (1, 0, 2, 0, 6, 0, 20, 0, 70, 0, 252, . . .) . This case arises for CM elliptic curves defined over a field that contains the CM field.
• N (U(1)): we have µ(θ ) = 1 2π dθ + 1 2 δ π/2 and trace moments: (1, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 10, 0, 35, 0, 126, . . .). This case arises for CM elliptic curves defined over a field that does not contain the CM field.
• SU(2): we have µ(θ ) = This case arises for all non-CM elliptic curves (conjecturally so when K not totally real or CM).
We have written µ in terms of θ , but we may view it as a linear function on the Banach space C(X ), where we identify X := conj(G) with
, as in §2.1. In particular, µ assigns a value to the trace function tr: X → [−2, 2], where tr(θ ) = 2 cos θ , and to its powers tr n , which allows us to compute the trace moment sequence (µ(tr n )) n≥0 .
Our goal in this section is to define the compact group G as an invariant of the elliptic curve E, the Sato-Tate group of E, and to then generalize this definition to abelian varieties of arbitrary dimension. This will allow us to state the Sato-Tate conjecture for abelian varieties as an equidistribution statement with respect to the Haar measure of the Sato-Tate group.
3.1. The Sato-Tate group of an elliptic curve. Thus far the link between the elliptic curve E and the compact group G whose Haar measure is claimed (and in many cases proved) to govern the distribution of Frobenius traces has been made via the measure µ. That is, we have an equidistribution claim for the sequence (x p ) of normalized Frobenius traces associated to E that is phrased in terms of a measure µ that happens to be induced by the Haar measure of a compact group G. We now want to establish a direct relationship between E and G that defines G as an arithmetic invariant of E, without assuming the Sato-Tate conjecture.
In Section 1.1 we considered the Galois representation ρ f : Gal(Q/Q) → GL d (C) defined by the action of Gal(Q/Q) on the roots of a squarefree polynomial f ∈ Z[x]. We thereby obtained a compact group G f and a map that sends each prime p of good reduction for f to an element of conj(G f ) (namely, the map p → ρ f (Frob p )). We were then able to relate the image of p under this map to the quantity N f (p) of interest, via (1). This construction did not involve any discussion of equidistribution, but we could then prove, via the Chebotarev density theorem, that the conjugacy classes ρ f (p) are equidistributed with respect to the pushforward of the Haar measure to conj(G f ).
We take a similar approach here. To each elliptic curve E over a number field K we will associate a compact group G that is constructed via a Galois representation attached to E, equipped with a map that sends each prime p of good reduction for E to an element x p of conj(G) that we can directly relate to the quantity N E (p) := p + 1 − t p whose distribution we wish to study. We may then conjecture (and prove, when E has CM or K is a totally real or CM field), that the sequence (x p ) is equidistributed in X := conj(G) (with respect to the pushforward of the Haar measure of G).
The group G is the Sato-Tate group of E, and will be denoted ST(E). It is a compact subgroup of SU(2), and our construction will make it easy to show that ST(E) is always one of the three groups U (1) , N (U(1)), SU(2) listed above, depending on whether E has CM or not, and if so, whether the CM field is contained in the ground field or not. None of this depends on any equidistribution results. This construction will be our prototype for the definition of the Sato-Tate group of an abelian variety of arbitrary dimension g, so we will work out the g = 1 case in some detail.
In order to associate a Galois representation to E/K, we need a set on which Gal(K/K) can act. For each integer n ≥ 1, let E[n] := E(K)[n] denote the n-torsion subgroup of E(K), a free Z/nZ-module of rank 2 (see [82, Cor. III.6.4]). The group Gal(K/K) acts on points in E(K) coordinate-wise, and E[n] is invariant under this action because it is the kernel of the multiplication-by-n map [n], an endomorphism of E that is defined over K; one can concretely define E[n] as the zero locus of the n-division polynomials, which have coefficients in K. The action of Gal(K/K) on E[n] induces the mod-n Galois representation
This Galois representation is insufficient for our purposes, because the image M p of Frob p in GL 2 (Z/nZ) does not determine t p , we only have t p ≡ tr M p mod n; we need to let Gal(K/K) act on a bigger set.
So let us fix a prime (any prime will do), and consider the inverse system
The inverse limit
is the -adic Tate-module of E; it is a free Z -module of rank 2.
The group Gal(K/K) acts on T via its action on the groups E[ n ], and this action is compatible with the multiplication-by-map [ ] because this map is defined over K (it can be written as a rational map with coefficients in K). This yields the -adic Galois representation
The representation ρ E, enjoys the following property: for every prime p of good reduction for E the image of Frob p is a matrix M p ∈ GL 2 (Z ) that has the same characteristic polynomial as the Frobenius endomorphism of E p , namely, T 2 − t p T +N (p), where t p := tr π E p . Note that the matrix M p is determined only up to conjugacy; there is ambiguity both in our choice of Frob p (see §1.1) and in our choice of a basis for T , which fixes the isomorphism Aut(T ) GL 2 (Z ). We should thus think of ρ E, (Frob p ) as representing a conjugacy class in GL 2 (Z ). We prefer to work over the field Q , rather than its ring of integers Z , so let us define the rational Tate module
which is a 2-dimensional Q -vector space equipped with an action of Gal(K/K). This allows us to view the Galois representation ρ E, as having image G ⊆ GL 2 (Q ). We also prefer to work with an algebraic group, so let us define G zar to be the Q -algebraic group obtained by taking the Zariski closure of G in GL 2 (Q ). This means that G zar is the affine variety defined by the ideal of Q -polynomials that vanish on the set G ; it is a subvariety of GL 2 /Q that is closed under the group operation and thus an algebraic group over Q . The algebraic group G zar is the -adic monodromy group of E (it is also denoted G alg ).
Background 3.1 (Algebraic groups
). An affine (or linear) algebraic group over a field k is a group object in the category of (not necessarily irreducible) affine varieties over k. The only projective algebraic groups we shall consider are smooth and connected, hence abelian varieties, so when we use the term algebraic group without qualification, we mean an affine algebraic group. 14 The canonical example is GL n , which can be defined as an affine variety in A n 2 +1 (over any field) by the equation t det M = 1 (here det M denotes the determinant polynomial in n 2 variables M i j ), with morphisms m: GL n × GL n → GL n and i : GL n → GL n defined by polynomial maps corresponding to matrix multiplication and inversion (one uses t as the inverse of det A when defining i). The classical groups SL n , Sp 2n ,U n , SU n , O n , SO n are all affine algebraic groups (assume char(k) = 2 for O n and SO n ), as are the groups USp 2n := Sp 2n ∩ U 2n and GSp 2n that are of particular interest to us; the R and C points of these groups are Lie groups (differentiable manifolds with a group structure). If G is an affine algebraic group over k and L/k is a field extension, the Zariski closure of any subgroup H ⊆ G(L) of the L-points of G is equal to the set of rational points of an affine variety defined over L that is also an algebraic group via the morphisms m and i defining G. Thus every subgroup H ⊆ G(L) uniquely determines an algebraic group over L whose rational points coincide with the Zariski closure of H; as an abuse of terminology we may refer to this algebraic group as the Zariski closure of H in G(L) (or in G L , the base change of G to L). The connected and irreducible components of an algebraic group G coincide, and are necessarily finite in number. The connected component G 0 of the identity is itself an algebraic group, a normal subgroup of G compatible with base change. For more on algebraic groups see any of the classic texts [10, 42, 83] , or see [55] for a more modern treatment.
Having defined the Q -algebraic group G zar , we now restrict our attention to the subgroup G which corresponds to putting a symplectic form (a nondegenerate bilinear alternating pairing) on the vector space V (we could of course choose any Ω that defines such a form). This condition can clearly be expressed by a polynomial (a quadratic form in fact), thus G 1,zar is an algebraic group over Q contained in Sp 2 . We remark that Sp 2 = SL 2 , so we could have just required det M = 1, but this is an accident of low dimension: the inclusion Sp 2n ⊆ SL 2n is strict for all n > 1. Finally, let us choose an embedding ι : Q → C, and let G 1,zar ,ι be the C-algebraic group obtained from (C) is a subgroup of Sp 2 (C) that we may view as a Lie group with finitely many connected components. It therefore contains a maximal compact subgroup that is unique up to conjugacy [63, Thm. IV.3.5], and we take this as the Sato-Tate group ST(E) of E (which is thus defined only up to conjugacy). It is a compact subgroup of USp(2) = SU(2) (this equality is another accident of low dimension).
For each prime p of good reduction for E, let M p denote the image of Frob p under the maps
where the map in the middle is inclusion and we use the embedding ι : Q → C to obtain the last map. We now consider the normalized Frobenius imagē
it is a matrix with trace t p /N (p) −1/2 ∈ [−2, 2] and determinant 1, and its eigenvalues e ±iθ p lie on the unit circle. 15 The eigenangle θ p determines a unique conjugacy class in ST(E), which we take as x p . The
the numerator of the zeta function of E p , and
the Euler factor at p in the L-series L(E, s).
The Sato-Tate conjecture then amounts to the statement that the sequence (x p ) in X := conj(ST(E)) is equidistributed. Notice that the statement is the same in both the CM and non-CM cases, but the measure on X is different, because ST(E) is different. Indeed, there are three possibilities for ST(E), corresponding to the three distributions that we noted at the beginning of this section. (C), where it is conjugate to the group of diagonal matrices. This implies that ST(E) is conjugate to U(1), the subgroup of diagonal matrices in SU (2) .
Theorem 3.2. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K. Up to conjugacy in SU(2) we have
If E has CM not defined over K, then G lies in the normalizer of a Cartan subgroup of GL 2 (Q ), but not in the Cartan itself, and ST(E) is conjugate to the normalizer N (U(1)) of U(1) in SU(2); the argument is as above, but now the action of Gal(K/K) factors through Gal(F L/K), where F is the CM field and Gal(F L/K) contains the abelian subgroup Gal(F L/F K) with index 2.
If E does not have CM then Serre's open image theorem (see [71, §IV.3] and [72] ) implies that G is a finite index subgroup of GL 2 (Z ); we therefore have G 1,zar = SL 2 , which implies ST(E) = SU(2).
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that (up to conjugacy), the Sato-Tate group ST(E) does not depend on our choice of the prime or the embedding ι : Q → C that we used. We should also note that ST(E) depends only on the isogeny class of E; this follows from the fact that we used the rational Tate module V to define it (indeed, two abelian varieties over a number field are isogenous if and only if their rational Tate modules are isomorphic as Galois modules, by Faltings' isogeny theorem [23] , but we are only using the easy direction of this equivalence here).
3.2.
The Sato-Tate group of an abelian variety. We now wish to generalize our definition of the Sato-Tate group of an elliptic curve to abelian varieties. Recall that an abelian variety is a smooth connected projective variety that is also an algebraic group, where the group operations are now given by morphisms of projective varieties; on any affine patch they can be defined by a polynomial map. Remarkably, the fact that abelian varieties are commutative algebraic groups is not part of the definition, it is a consequence; see [54, Cor. 1.4]. We also recall that an isogeny of abelian varieties is simply an isogeny of algebraic groups, a surjective morphism with finite kernel. 15 Note that we embed G zar (Q ) in G Abelian varieties of dimension g may arise as the Jacobian Jac(C) of a smooth projective curve C/k of genus g. If C has a k-rational point (as when C is an elliptic curve), one can functorially identify Jac(C) with the divisor class group Pic 0 (C), the group of degree-zero divisors modulo principal divisors, but one can unambiguously define the abelian variety Jac(C) in any case; see [54, Ch. III] for details. If C is a smooth projective curve over a number field K and A := Jac(C) is its Jacobian, then for every prime p of good reduction for C, the abelian variety A also has good reduction at p, 16 and the L-polynomial L p (T ) appearing in the numerator of the zeta function Z C p (T ) is reciprocal to the characteristic polynomial χ p (T ) of the Frobenius endomorphism π A p of A p , which acts on points of A via the N (p)-power Frobenius automorphism (coordinate-wise). In particular, we have the identity
in which both sides are integer polynomials of degree 2g whose complex roots have absolute value N (p) −1/2 . As with elliptic curves, one can consider the L-function L(A, s) attached to A, which is defined as an Euler product with factors L p (N (p) −s ) at each prime p where A has good reduction. 17 Studying the distribution of the normalized L-polynomialsL p (T ) associated to C is thus equivalent to studying the distribution of the normalized characteristic polynomials of π A p , and also equivalent to studying the distribution of the normalized Euler factors of L(A, s).
Remark 3.3.
Each of these three perspectives is successively more general than the previous, the last vastly so. There are abelian varieties over K that are not the Jacobian of any curve defined over K, and L-functions that can be written as Euler products over primes of K that are not the L-function of any abelian variety. One can more generally consider the distribution of normalized Euler factors of motivic L-functions, which we also expect to be governed by the Haar measure of a Sato-Tate group associated to the underlying motive, as defined in [76, 77] ; see [26] for some concrete examples in weight 3.
The recipe for defining the Sato-Tate group ST(A) of an abelian variety A/K of genus g is a direct generalization of the g = 1 case. We proceed as follows:
1. Pick a prime , define the Tate module T := lim ← −n A[ n ], a free Z -module of rank 2g, and the rational Tate module V := T ⊗ Z Q, a Q -vector space of dimension 2g.
Use the Galois representation ρ
3. Let G zar be the Zariski closure of G in GL 2g (Q ) (as an algebraic group), and define to be the conjugacy class of
Step 6 requires some justification; it is not obvious why M p should necessarily be conjugate to an element of ST(A). Here we are relying on two key facts.
First, the image G of ρ A, in GL 2g (Q ) actually lies in GSp 2g (Q ), the group of symplectic similitudes. The algebraic group GSp 2g is defined by imposing the constraint
where λ is necessarily an element of the multiplicative group G m := GL 1 , since M is invertible. The morphism GSp 2g → G m defined by λ is the similitude character, and we have an exact sequence of algebraic groups
The action of Gal(K/K) on the Tate module is compatible with the Weil pairing, and this forces the image G of ρ E, to lie in GSp 2g (Q ); see Exercise 3.1. By fixing a symplectic basis for V in step 1 we can view ρ A, as a continuous homomorphism
For g = 1 we have GL 2 = GSp 2 , but for g > 1 the algebraic group GSp 2g is properly contained in GL 2g . Second, we are relying on the fact that M p , and therefore M p , is semisimple (diagonalizable, since we are working over C). This follows from Tate's proof of the Tate conjecture for abelian varieties over finite fields (combine the main theorem and part (a) of Theorem 2 in [89] ). The matrix M p is thus diagonalizable and has eigenvalues of absolute value 1; it therefore lies in a compact subgroup of G . This avoids the need to assume the conjectured semisimplicity of Frobenius, which is known for abelian varieties but not in general.
Background 3.5 (Weil pairing). If
A is an abelian variety over a field k and A ∨ is its dual abelian variety (see [54, §I.8]), then for each n ≥ 1 prime to the characteristic of k, the Weil pairing is a nondegenerate bilinear map
that commutes with the action of Gal(k/k); here µ n denotes the group of nth roots of unity (the algebraic group defined by x n = 1). Letting n vary over powers of a prime = char(k) and taking inverse limits yields a bilinear map on the corresponding Tate modules:
Given a polarization, an isogeny φ : A → A ∨ , we can use it to define a bilinear pairing
that is also compatible with the action of Gal(k/k). One can always choose a polarization φ so that the pairing e φ is nondegenerate and skew symmetric, meaning that e
see [54, Prop. I.13.2]. When A is the Jacobian of a curve it is naturally equipped with a principal polarization φ, an isomorphism A ∼ → A ∨ , for which this automatically holds; in this situation it is common to simply identify e with e φ without mentioning φ explicitly.
We should note that our definition of the Sato-Tate group ST(A) required us to choose a prime and an embedding ι : Q → C. Up to conjugacy in USp(2g) one expects the Sato-Tate group to be independent of these choices; this is known for g ≤ 3 (see [4] ), but open in general. We shall nevertheless refer to ST(A) as "the" Sato-Tate group of A, with the understanding that we are fixing once and for all a prime and an embedding ι : Q → C (note that these choices do not depend on A or even its dimension g).
3.3. The Sato-Tate conjecture for abelian varieties. Having defined the Sato-Tate group of an abelian variety over a number field we can now state the Sato-Tate conjecture for abelian varieties. 3.4. The identity component of the Sato-Tate group. There are two algebraic groups that one can associate to an abelian variety A over a number field K that are closely related to its Sato-Tate group, the Mumford-Tate group and the Hodge group, both of which conjecturally determine the identity component of the Sato-Tate group (provably so whenever the Mumford-Tate conjecture is known, which includes all abelian varieties of dimension g ≤ 3, as shown in [4] ). In order to define these groups we need to recall some facts about complex abelian varieties and their associated Hodge structures. 
and Now let A be an abelian variety over a number field K, fix an embedding K → C, and let C g /Λ be the complex torus corresponding to A(C). We may identify Λ with the singular homology group H 1 (A(C), Z), and we similarly have Λ R := Λ ⊗ Z R H 1 (A(C), R) for any ring R. The isomorphisms A(C) C g /Λ and A(C) R 2g /Λ of complex and real Lie groups allow us to view
as a real vector space of dimension 2g equipped with a complex structure, by which we mean an R-algebra homomorphism h: C → End(Λ R ). In the language of Hodge theory, this amounts to the statement that (Λ, h) is an integral Hodge structure (pure of weight −1).
We can also view h as morphism of R-algebraic groups h: S → GL Λ R . Here S denotes the Deligne torus (also known as the Serre torus), obtained by viewing C × as an R-algebraic group (this amounts to taking the restriction of scalars of G m := GL 1 from C to R; see Exercise 3.2). The morphism h can be defined over R because C g /Λ is a polarizable torus, since it comes from an abelian variety (in general this need not hold). The real Lie group S(R) C × is generated by R × and U(1) = {z ∈ C × : zz = 1}, which intersect in {±1}; taking Zariski closures yields R-algebraic subgroups G m and U 1 of S that intersect in µ 2 . Restricting h to U 1 ⊆ S yields a morphism U 1 → GL Λ R with the following property: the image of each u ∈ U 1 (R) = U (1) As defined above, the Mumford-Tate group MT(A) is a Q-algebraic subgroup of GL 2g . But the complex torus C g /Λ is polarizable, which means that we can put a symplectic form on Λ R that is compatible with h, and this implies that in fact MT(A) is a Q-algebraic subgroup of GSp 2g . Similarly, the Hodge group Hg(A) is a Q-algebraic subgroup of Sp 2g , and in fact Hg(A) = MT(A) ∩ Sp 2g ; this is sometimes used as an alternative definition of Hg(A). Much of the interest in the Hodge group arises from the fact that it gives us an isomorphism of Q-algebras
where End(A C ) Q := End(A C ) ⊗ Z Q and Hg(A) acts on End(Λ Q ) by conjugation; see [8, Prop. 17.3.4] . To see why this isomorphism is useful, let us note one application. In the previous section we defined two Q -algebraic groups G zar ⊆ GSp 2g and G 1,zar ⊆ Sp 2g associated to A. It is reasonable to ask how they are related to the Q-algebraic groups MT(A) and Hg(A). Unlike the groups G zar and G 1,zar , the algebraic groups MT(A) and Hg(A) are necessarily connected (by construction). 18 Deligne proved that the identity component of G zar is always a subgroup of MT(A) ⊗ Q Q , equivalently, that the identity component of G 1,zar is a subgroup of Hg(A) ⊗ Q Q ); see [20] . It is conjectured that these inclusions are in fact equalities. 
Conjecture 3.10 (MUMFORD-TATE CONJECTURE
whose kernel is a normal open subgroup Γ 0 of Γ . The corresponding fixed field L is a finite Galois extension of K, and it is the minimal Galois extension of K for which ST(A L ) is connected. It is clearly uniquely determined and unramified outside S , and we have isomorphisms
As shown by Serre [75] , the component group of G zar , and therefore of ST(A), is independent of , and the above argument applies to any choice of . Thus L/K can be ramified only at primes of bad reduction for A.
3.6. Exercises. 
SATO-TATE AXIOMS AND GALOIS ENDOMORPHISM TYPES
In this section we present the Sato-Tate axioms and consider the problem of classifying Sato-Tate groups of abelian varieties of a given dimension g. We then compute trace moment sequences of all connected Sato-Tate groups of abelian varieties of dimension g ≤ 3 and present formulas for the trace moment sequence of USp(2g) (the generic case) that apply to all g, 4.1. Sato-Tate axioms. In [77, §8.2] Serre gives a set of axioms that any Sato-Tate group is expected to satisfy. Serre considers Sato-Tate groups in a more general context than we do here, so we will state the axioms as they apply to Sato-Tate groups of abelian varieties. As in §3.4, for a Lie group G we define a Hodge circle to be a subgroup H of G that is the image of a continuous homomorphism θ : U(1) → G In axiom (ST1) we require G to be a closed subgroup of USp(d) (resp. O(d)) when w is odd (resp. even), and in axiom (ST2) we require elements θ (u) of a Hodge circle to have eigenvalues u p−q with multiplicity h p,q ; axiom (ST3) is unchanged.
Axiom (ST1) implies that G is a compact Lie group, and (ST2) rules out finite groups, since G must contain at least one Hodge circle and therefore contains a subgroup isomorphic to U(1). When G is connected, (ST3) holds automatically and only (ST1) and (ST2) need to be checked; this is an easy application of representation theory, see [49, Prop. 2] . Axiom (ST3) plays no role when g = 1 (see the proof of Proposition 4.4 below), but for g > 1 it is crucial. When g = 2, for example, for every integer n ≥ 1 we can diagonally embed U(1) × U (1) [n] in USp(4) to get infinitely many non-conjugate closed 19 The statement of (ST2) in [25] inadvertently omits the requirement that the Hodge circles generate a dense subgroup.
groups G ⊆ USp(4) whose identity component is a Hodge circle. All of these groups satisfy (ST1) and (ST2), but only finitely many satisfy (ST3). Indeed, if we take χ and let C be a component on which the projection to U (1) [n] has order n, we have C χµ = ζ n +ζ n ∈ Z only for n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6}. More generally, we have the following theorem. The classification problem for g = 2 is more difficult, but it has been solved. Of these 55, the following 6 are connected: The three subgroups of USp(4) that satisfy the Sato-Tate axioms but are not the Sato-Tate group of any abelian surface over a number field are the normalizer of U(1) × U(1) in USp(4), whose component group is the dihedral group of order 8, and two of its subgroups, one of index 2 and one of index 4. The proof that these three groups do not occur is obtained by first establishing a bijection between Galois endomorphism types (see Definition 4.10 below) and Sato-Tate groups, and then showing that there are only 52 Galois endomorphism types of abelian surfaces. Explicit examples of genus 2 curves whose Jacobians realize these 52 possibilities can be found in [25, Table 11 ], and animated histograms of their Sato-Tate distributions are available at http://math.mit.edu/~drew/g2SatoTateDistributions.html
The classification problem for g = 3 remains open, but the connected cases have been determined (see Table 2 in the next section). Before leaving our discussion of the Sato-Tate axioms, it is reasonable to ask whether Sato-Tate groups necessarily satisfy them. Of course we expect this to be the case, but it is difficult to prove in general. However, it can be proved to hold in all cases where the Mumford-Tate conjecture is known, including all cases with g ≤ 3. 
Galois endomorphism types.
We will work in the abstract category whose objects are pairs (G, E) of a finite group G and an R-algebra E equipped with an R-linear action of G, and whose morphisms Φ:
, where φ G : G → G is a morphism of groups, and φ E : E → E is an equivariant morphism of R-algebras, meaning that
for all g ∈ G and e ∈ E.
To each abelian variety A/K we now associate an isomorphism class [G, E] in as follows. The minimal extension L/K for which End(A L ) = End(A K ) is a finite Galois extension of K; we shall take G to be Gal(L/K) and E to be the real endomorphism algebra End(A L ) R := End(A L ) ⊗ Z R. The Galois group Gal(L/K) acts on End(A L ) via its action on the coefficients of the rational maps defining each element of End(A K ); this induces an
is thus an object of . Example 4.11. Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K. If E does not have CM, or if it has CM defined over K, then its endomorphisms are all defined over L = K; otherwise, its endomorphisms are all defined over its CM field L, an imaginary quadratic extension of K. The real endomorphism algebra End(E L ) R is isomorphic to R when E does not have CM, and isomorphic to C when E does have CM. We therefore have
Here C n denotes the cyclic group of order n; in the case [C 2 , C] the action of C 2 on C corresponds to complex conjugation. It is expected that in fact the Sato-Tate group always determines the Galois endomorphism type, and that the converse holds for g ≤ 3. For g = 3 we at least know that the real endomorphism algebra End(A L ) R determines the identity component ST ( . To apply the same approach when g = 3 we need a more detailed classification of the possible Galois endomorphism types and Sato-Tate groups for g = 3 than is currently available. For g = 4 the Galois endomorphism type does not always determine the Sato-Tate group. This is due to an exceptional counterexample constructed by Mumford in [58] , in which he proves the existence of an abelian four-fold A for which End(A K ) = Z but MT(A) = GSp 8 . The fact that MT(A) is properly contained in GSp 8 implies that ST(A) must be properly contained in USp(8) (this does not depend on the Mumford-Tate conjecture, here we are only using the inclusion proved by Deligne). On the other hand, for an abelian variety of general type one has End(A K ) = Z and ST(A) = USp(2g); see [31, 100] for an explicit criterion that applies to almost all Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves.
For g > 4 one can construct exceptional examples as a product of an abelian variety with one of Mumford's exceptional four-folds, so in general the Galois endomorphism type cannot determine the Sato-Tate group for any g ≥ 4. However, such examples will not be simple and will have End(A) = Z. In Tables 1 and 2 below list the real endomorphism algebras and corresponding identity components of Sato-Tate groups that arise in dimensions g = 2, 3. A complete list of the 52 Galois endomorphism types and corresponding Sato-Tate groups for g = 2 can be found in [25, Thm. 4.3] and [25, Table 9 ].
geometric type of abelian surface
product of CM elliptic curves product of CM and non-CM elliptic curves C × R U(1) × SU (2) RM abelian surface R × R SU(2) × SU (2) product of non-CM elliptic curves abelian surface of general type R USp(4) cube of a non-CM EC M 3 (R) SU (2) As can be seen in the two tables above, the Sato-Tate group is in some respects a rather coarse invariant; for example, it cannot distinguish a product of non-CM elliptic curves from a geometrically simple abelian surface with real multiplication (RM). On the other hand, the Haar measures of the 52 Sato-Tate groups of abelian surfaces over number fields all give rise to distinct distributions of characteristic polynomials, which, under the Sato-Tate conjecture, match the distribution of normalized L-polynomials, and there are some rather fine distinctions among these distributions that the Sato-Tate group detects. For example, there are only 37 distinct trace distributions among the 52 groups, one needs to look at both the linear and quadratic coefficients of the characteristic polynomials in order to distinguish them.
It is possible for two non-conjugate Sato-Tate groups to be isomorphic as abstract groups yet give rise to distinct trace distributions. For example, the connected Sato-Tate groups SU(2) × U(1) 2 and U(1) × SU(2) 2 that appear in Table 2 are both abstractly isomorphic to the real Lie group U(1) × SU(2), but these two embeddings of U(1) × SU(2) in USp(6) have different trace distributions.
As shown by the example below, this phenomenon can also occur for disconnected Sato-Tate groups with the same identity component. Table 1 ; these denote two identical copies of U(1) and SU(2) diagonally embedded in USp (4) . When expressed in terms of the eigenangle θ , the measure µ U (1) 2 is exactly the same as µ U(1) (and similarly for µ SU(2) 2 ), but note that we will get a different distribution on characteristic polynomials (which now have degree 4 rather than degree 2), because each eigenvalue now occurs with multiplicity 2; in particular, the trace becomes 4 cos θ rather than 2 cos θ . For the groups ST(A) 0 that appear in the next three rows of This covers all the Sato-Tate groups listed in Table 1 for g = 2. By taking appropriate products of measures we know and applying the Weyl integration formula with g = 3, we obtain all the g = 3 cases listed in Table 2 We have already done this computation for the groups U(1) and SU(2) that arise in dimension g = 1. The limiting sequence M USp(∞) [tr] is precisely the moment sequence of the standard normal distribution (mean 0 and variance 1); the nth moment is zero if n is odd, and for even n it is given by (n − 1)!! := n(n − 2)(n − 4) · · · 3 · 1. Figure 4 shows the a 1 -distributions for g = 1, 2, 3, 4, normalized to the same scale, which illustrates convergence to the standard normal distribution.
Exercises.
Exercise 4.1. Give combinatorial proofs of the identities used in (13) , (14), (15) . Exercise 4.5. For each of the 5 non-generic connected Sato-Tate groups that arise in dimension g = 2 compute the moment sequence for a 2 , the quadratic coefficient of the characteristic polynomial.
